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/'* " ' : This report covers the results of a Crone Radem
f ' . *

V*L,?.. Electromagnetic Survey whiph Canabec Explorations Inc. 

directed to be run over a portion of their property in Chabanel 

Township, Ontario.

The survey covered four of the Company's claims and
4

that portion of the Algoma Central Railway property which lies 

between these claims.

The reason for the survey was to resolve the strike 

direction of the mineralized zone on the Company claims and 

also to test for additional anomalies. By ascertaining the dip 

and strike, diamond drill costs would be substantially reduced.

Mineralization in the trenched area varies from ZX, 

pyrite-pyrrhotite to as much as 10"* pyrite, 596 pyrrhotite and 

1^ arsenopyrite over ten and fifteen foot widths but visual 

strike direction is difficult to ascertain.

Since the railway tracks and railway signal lines are 

immediately adjacent to the mineralized zone, most geophysical 

equipment is unusable but,it was believed a V.L.F. Electro 

magnetic Survey should work.
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Prior to the overall survey and line cutting, the
- "' . ' "' '- ' ' -

machine was Used directly over the mineralized zone using 

various power channels to try to obtain a strike direction. 

Two probable linea of strike were interpreted in this work 

with the main one running parallel to the railway lino (due 

to the track?) and another at 60 degrees to the railway line.

Because of the probable strike direction, a base 

line incorporating part of the Algoma Central Railway line, 

was run in a northeast-southwest direction. Linen at two- 

hundred foot intervals and at right angles to the base line 

covor the entire area. Additional lines at hundred foot 

intervals cover the area of the showing between lines 10, 12 

and 14 North. Stations have been chained and marked on these 

lines at hundred foot intervals.

Instrumentation was carried out over the entire area 

using the energy source of Seattle, Washington, with a frequency
fc——. i i i li .. nujjn --i' m l l " •l "

of 18.6 KH?.. In the general location of the showing, over an 

area of approximately 800 by 400 feet, the energy source of 

Cutler, Maine, "vith a frequency of 17.B |KHa rwag u.sea. A third*- rr";.vr "' t~*"w* ' ,. . - .v ' - " ~r ~' :
power source, Balboa, Panama, would have been uaed because of 

its directional field.but-it is no longer in Gyration.
- ' ; - •.:., - ' '' . ' ' . '  '. -'.

Plates l and2 attached to this report are respect 

ively a profile of the dip angles and the contoured field 

strength measurements using the power source of Seattle, Wash-

ington.
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Plates 3 and 4 are respectively the profile of the
t 1 ' .fclBMBB^BMB*"*******""***1*1*^^^^

' t ". ' - - ,.

dip angles and contoured field strength measurements using 

the power source of Cutler, Maine.

fi-'.fi 2 11 8. S E T fi S IE D

The Crone V.I*.P. unit utilises higher than normal 

electromagnetic frequencies and is capable of detecting small 

sulphide bodies and disseminated sulphide deposits. It 

accurately isolate* barbed conductors and operates through 

areas of high noise or Interference levels.

This method is capable of deep penetration but due 

to the high frequency used, its penetration is limited in areas 

of clay and conductive overburden. The components of dip angle 

in degrees of the magnetic field component, field strength of 

the magnetic component of the V.L.P. field and out-of-phase 

component of the'raagnotic field are measured at each station.

There are seven channels or stations available, each 

with a different frequency. A channel to be used should be 

parallel to the general strike of the conductor. If this 

cannot be determined, then two orthogonal stations must be 

used to define the. conductance.

The dip angle measurement measures the angle of
•' ' , * - t - - . i

Inclination from horizontal of the direction of the resultant 

.y.'ft.F. .or.^the amplitude of the. major axis of the polarization
;. . ^'' \'\^ .'•^": f - - V.-Y ' .': ' ' : ' --" ' ' '-' ' '-''

: ; ;fl ellipse* X Itvis detected by a minimum on the field strength ;.'3V?w:--''.'v- j •rf**:-"*;'--. , . . ,"' - .--'.- A--;-;.,'. v ••."••, - . . - .•••' : ""r -1''- ''^'ttf'^'ty':}'/- -:- P -*-' V;,V -V ' \;-''"'' ' '- ' '-" | J - - - - -, -1--;.-'. •••- '•'•-^
an inclinometer with a range of 4- 90O . ,
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A conductor la designated by a true cross-over pattern of the 

readings.--. ••- .- /;, -^- - - .- ' -\ .^
' ;

I ' : ,**V -A
. * t ' .

' The measurement Is taken from an audio null when the

/' ' instrument is held in a vertical po'sition, after turning per-
•;..''." '," t ' * - V . ' ' — - '' -' - V -' "- ..

' /' ''pendictilar to th,e direction in alignment! with the V.L.F. field. 
,.t.

The V.L.F. field alignment is found by an audio null or min 

imum field strength-measurement When the instrument is held 

in a horizontal position.

The accuracy of the dip angle measurements is f 1/2 

degree.

The field strength measurement defines the shape and 

the attitude of the conductor by the strength of tho field in 

the horizontal plane or the amplitude of the major axia of the 

polarization ellipsu. It ie the maximum reading obtained from 

tho field strength meter when the instrument is rotated in tho 

horizontal plane and is measured as a percent of normal field 

strength established at a base station. The field strength 

of. the V.L.P. stations drifts with timo, and must be adjusted 

with the base station every few hours.

The field strength measurement has an accuracy of

T ftfo 9

•f .;.- The out-of-phase component of the magnetic field

measures the amplitude of the major axis of the polarization 

' ellipse or the secondary field.from the ground conductor. It ' 

.t. is mersured, as a porgent of ,,t;he normal primary field and is

Xi
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measured as the minimum position of the field strength meter 

- at the. same-time as the dip angle of the resultant field is

?f- 1:' *^''^ being measured. .'- - , ,-

- -This measurement has an accuracy of *. 296.
•*''L*' s

,"' Results of the survey using Seattle, Washington, are
5 ' ,, ,, . , ,

shown on the attached Plates i arid 2.

Plate l shows a series of five anomalous trends.

Anomalous trends numbers l, 2 and 3 are discontinu 

ous but parallel the railway track and signal wires. Number 4

*9 i* in a large depression and follows close to the centre of a 

swampy area. Number 5 trend is a series of weak cross-overs 

which are in an area of heavy sand overburden.

Number l is over 400 feet long, very close to tho 

railway tracks and on the aide of the tracks on which the 

signal wires are located. These factors might have caused the 

anomaly but the fact remains that not all of the rail line 

and wires in this sector are anomalous. Dip angles are the 

v ' f ' ' strongest in the surveyed area but field strength in this

sector are below background and for this reason, I would not 

consider this anomaly of any importance. Dip of tho trend
''l' '-*'v ^''f
* '.V, ' , .

-is; rtorthrwest.

m - "T
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2 trend runs e,ast of north from lines 12 N 

to 16 N between Josephine Creek and the railway track. This
. ' - V.;'

T??''?'"-.*';"-^-' -" '- ' ' ' ' ''' '

'i^^^V'iV , ; . is a short anomaly but because it traverses the mineralized•.'Kt f,' ft '-'-lt ', '. * '"'

zone it is. probably the most important. Field strength 

measurements are from just above background to medium-high. 

The strongest point on the anomaly is on line 14 N. Dip would 

appear to be to the northwest.

Trend number 3 has been traced between lino 20 li and 

line 30 N or a distance of 1,000 feet. Part of it follown the 

east fork of Josephine Creek and in general, it all parallels 

the railroad track but over three-hundred feet to the wast. 

The trend of the dip angles' closely approximates tha line of 

field strength measurements between the background and the 

next higher contour line. Although the field strength measure-
.4

V * ments are not high, thoy are similar to those st the mineralized
*/ ; '. - ; .' ' ,. .

zone and therefore this anomaly could be the second in import 

ance on the property. Dip of the anomalous trend is northwest. 

Trend number 4, in the bottom right corner of the

map area (southeast corner) is a trend of low response. .This
' i * r' .

trend is probably caused by residual wet clay in the swamp 

•v, ; paralleling ;^e, creek in this area. Dip is norcheast.

l^i^-f-'vh Trjend number 5, like trend 4, is one of low intensity
MiSik^H- - ... . .- v : '-;*V.';:, . ' "" , '*- ' 

response. It is probably caused by a contact zone. Dip is to
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' Platei 3 and 4 are the profUes of the dip angles. - ':. -••'•- ' ' '
^' " " .

:and the contours of field strength measurements respectively,
' '- ' 

- " 'i ', ' '' •'•' '"•.'"•V- '' - '
using the power source of Cutler, Maine. This smaller survey

^.^ ".
i ' ^ ' ' - -
just con?irmet] the findings of the anomalous trends 2 and 3 

foy location cf each as well as the dip angles and field 

strength measurements.

i-.*•• r i

-..*v :- - -,
fe^ ; '

v

S fi S S. k u s i o g s
Prior to the survey being conducted, we had an 

opportunity to see some of the local outcrops for one day only 

before freezing rain and snow covered the area. The mineralized 

zone was again inspected and rock outcrops were cursorily 

examined. No further information could be obtained from the 

trenched aren and heavy overburden covers the ground adjacent 

to the trenches. Outside the area of the geophysical survey, 

.localised pyrite mineralization was observed along one diabane 

contact and up to 159t pyrite beside an iron formation. The 

prospectors will have to sample and possibly strip these 

locations.

The railway line and signal wires, which had been a 

worry, did not seem to affect the V.L.P. instrument as long as•''*-"- 

it was over fifty feet distant from the rails.

Of the five anomalous trends, numbers 2 and 3 are
,* l '' f '-: * ' ' '

the ,most important and they probably give the line of strike
,;' /,J ; ,., , - '. '. " ' - ' - - m . ' - - ' .' '\ ' ,

bf, the mineralized zone. .The dip would be to the west. ; v/

.'S'r-r.-
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. •. - .. ..
Trend number l could be a continuation of the zone — 

' ' ' 
but is more likely a water-filled shear aa there is no field

' •

strength measurement at the cross-over points.

Anomalous trends numbers 4 and 5 are extremely weak 

and are believed to be caused by a water soaked clay swamp and 

a possible geological contact in that order.
**

The results of this survey do not change the recom 

mendations or cost estimate of my Summary Report dated the 

2nd of November, 1977.

The lines are well marked and chained so the pros- 

pec tors can use them as a base grid.

Diamond drilling should be started at the trenches 

and bo drilled to the north along a line of strike nearly 

paralleling the railway track. Holes to be drilled from west 

to east.

At least one of the holes should be drilled in anom 

alous trend number 3 at line 26 North. To be drilled northwest 

to southeast at-45 degrees. This hole will be approximately 

500 feet long.

One hole to be drilled vertically in the showing at 

the centre of the,trenched area to try to obtain a dip of the 

showing and to try to get an average grade. Depth pf the hole 

will be approximately 300 feet. t V ; ;
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t

V*-'..-

Three angle holes are recommended to be drilled to 

test anomaly 2 from west to east at -45 degrees. The first 

hole to be drilled from the west side of the railway tracks 

from just north of line 12 North. The two other holes to be 

drilled from positions east of the track on lines 14 and 16 North. 

These three holes would total approximately 1,100 feet.

The remaining 600 feet of the 2,500 feet recommended 

for drilling to be used to best advantage in outining the zone.

COST ESTIMATE

Claim staking of 6 claims 

Detailed prospecting and sampling 

Lira marking and measuring 

VLP Electromagnetic Survey 

Diamond Drilling 2,500 ft. 9 $14.00 

' Engineering, assaying, travel 

Contingencies

$ 1,000.00 

2,000.00

3,000.00

35,000.00

4,000.00

6,500.00

553,000.00

Respectfully submitted,

9th December, 1977 
Toronto, Ontario.

C. W. Archibald, B.A.Se., 
P. Eng. of Ontario.

**v
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